While each department or agency may have a unique assessment of the impact of different risks, assessing those risks against a risk quantification model allows them to communicate in the same language.

In 2020, more than 18,000 organizations around the world installed a software update from their provider, SolarWinds—not knowing it was contaminated with malicious code. The massive cyber hack—which impacted the US government, NATO, the UK government and European parliament, among countless other private businesses and government agencies—proved to be a stark wake-up call for all involved and shone an unflattering spotlight on the gaps in cybersecurity across government agencies.

Adopting this common formula will be no easy feat. Every level of government—and every governmental agency—faces unique cyber risk environments. As a result, they all have different methods of measuring risk, making it difficult to prioritize cybersecurity investments. Even within a specific agency, there can be a disconnect in how risk is assessed. For instance, there may be a technical security gap in how a government revenue authority issues its annual refunds. While a CISO may be able to identify this issue, if they can’t convey it in a way that connects the risk to the mission of issuing a refund, agency leaders may not prioritize it.

To overcome this hurdle, governments need to take a unifying approach to aggregating data and make information more consumable and sharable across branches and agencies.

Creating a common language

Taking action on cyber risk involves making sure leaders understand how the associated data—and emerging risk insights—impact their role, mandates, competing priorities and evolving relationships.

This is where information theory proves to be invaluable. This field of scientific study allows leaders to more effectively quantify, store and communicate digital information through foundational rulesets and prioritization frameworks.
Essentially, when building a customized risk quantification model with information theory as its backbone, you can couple information from a standard or regulation—such as the NIST, ISO, COBIT or GDPR—with scientifically-informed measures, so there’s a common language for controls. From there, you use the power of machine learning to map the organizational imperatives and risks, and leverage information theory to pre-curate existing data. By the end, you have a relative risk evaluation system (which communicates more effectively than a risk scoring system alone)—or a consistent way to assess risk across the government. This allows machine learning recommendation engines to suggest forums for different agency leaders to engage with, or identify groups most likely to mitigate a specific type of risk.

With this foundation in place, each agency or department can build an individualized risk framework to reflect their unique risk environment. This sub-framework can help your department prioritize its unique cybersecurity efforts while aligning to consistent governmental standards. In short, while each department or agency may have a unique assessment of the impact of different risks, they’re assessing those risks against a risk quantification model that allows them to communicate in the same language.

**From information into action**

Just as a dispersive prism can be used to break up light into its constituent spectral colors, this approach to risk quantification allows governments to disperse information internally to specific stakeholders and help them reliably assess possible risk responses.

For instance, once leaders clearly understand the cyber risks facing their departments—and it’s conveyed to them in a business-friendly, non-technical manner—they may be more inclined to introduce security early in an app-building process rather than at the end.

In the case of the aforementioned government benefits authority issuing annual refunds, for example, this would allow the CISO to build datasets around the security coding processes for the applications most relevant to the function. Using the common framework, they could easily define what different types of vulnerabilities mean to different elements of the process—such as receiving or issuing payments—and assign each element a risk score. Leaders, then, could more effectively assess which risks need to be addressed to roll the app out with confidence.

A government health organization looking to enhance its security operations and better assess its security risks could be another example. By building detailed templates around multiple layers of the stack (e.g., ranging from third party libraries to middleware) and different asset types (e.g., medical devices and health care facilities), the organization could more effectively curate its existing data and apply it to fit its unique mission.

While the organization wouldn’t be able to predict what risks would arise from week to week, this approach would nevertheless provide it with the ability to dynamically connect the risk story to the mission. For instance, by speaking to the owner of the health care facility, the organization could better understand the security risks facing patient services. At the same time, the organization would also be aware of the research leader’s priorities—and devise a solution that could simultaneously help them protect their medical research objectives.

These are just a few examples of how a common cyber framework and language can help with application security, but there are many others. For instance, this cyber approach can also help departments:

- Assess the risk profile of a product earlier in the process and compare it against a baseline level of controls
- Solve for inconsistency of controls across product development
- Determine where money needs to be committed across the development cycle and when to invite the security function to the table
- Break down silos and provide visibility and transparency across the full product life cycle
- Automate workflows to other security functions (allowing them to understand security issues before an app hits production)
- Highlight potential areas of vulnerability through threat modeling

**Paving a path forward**

There’s no question we’ve entered a new era of cybersecurity—and cyber risk quantification is an emerging practice. That said, with the right templates and guidance, it’s possible to apply this model successfully across multiple jurisdictions and departments.